THE TREWS: “PEOPLE REALLY WANT YOU TO FEEL WHAT THEY’RE GOING THROUGH”.

much as I can.”
One of those novel approaches occurred during MacDonald’s collaboration on the title track and “Man Of Two
Minds” with Simon Wilcox.
“We sat down with no instruments
and we just wrote the lyrics on a piece
of paper,” MacDonald remembers. “We
thought, ‘What’s the story here? What’s
this guy going through?’ We wrote those
two songs on a sheet of paper and just
put chords behind them.
“It’s difficult to do and it doesn’t al-

ways work, but there’s a little bit of magic
to it when it does. We put a lot of thought
into the lyrics, and when we added the
chords and music, it just sounded right.”
Although The Trews are awaiting the
early 2009 release of No Time For Later
in the U.S., MacDonald is already in
writing mode for the next album.
“People really want answers,” he
states. “They really want to relate to songs
and they really want you to feel what
they’re going through. I’m taking it
more seriously.”

Welcome New Members!
The S.A.C. welcomes the following new members who have joined since June, 2008
AB Alecia Aichelle

BC Aaron Korop

NS Ruth Minnikin

ON Carla Dancey

ON Leanne Miele

ON Ivy Steel

AB Don Chesniak

BC Patricia Manly

NS Dana Ryan

ON Francis De Mello

ON Stephen Mosley

ON Mike Stephenson

AB Ryan Eavis

BC Sherard James Moffatt

NT Sylvia Adams

ON Moira Demorest

ON Charles Brian Murray

ON Rocco Stragapete

AB Kent Klatchuk

BC Gregory Morgan

ON Vicki Abbott

ON Chander Dickson

ON Sean Newell-Barrette

ON Lynn Thacker

AB Lori Kole

BC Jennifer Morgan

ON Aruna Adhya

ON Carlo DiZio

ON John O’Brien

ON Diana Tiessen

AB Chris Livingston

BC Mike Moy

ON Dallas Arney

ON Gary Evans

ON Gloria O’Brien

ON Christopher Todman

AB Vitaliy Malkin

BC Corbin Murdoch

ON Rohan Bader

ON Christine Fraser-Hector

ON Kimberly O’Connor

ON Natalie Tom-Yew

AB Wayne Monnery

BC Randall Murray

ON Blake Michael Barrett

ON Michael Henderson

ON Sue Peters

ON Kevin White

AB Jacqueline Pratte

BC Eddie Plotnikoff

ON Shaun Bishop

ON Samantha Hooey

ON Michel Pixel

ON Hong Wei Zheng

AB Ashley Rae

BC Cheryl Stavely

ON Soren Boyd

ON Andrew Jablonski

ON Diana Planche

QC Keith Ambrose

AB Mike Savage

BC Jorge Torres

ON Nicholas Brann

ON Rob James

ON Graham Plug

QC Karen Belfo

AB Kimberly Spears

BC George Tozer

ON Don Breithaupt

ON Pierre Jobin

ON Eric Price

QC Daphne Coriolan

AB Karen Vande Vyvere

BC David Watts

ON James Budd

ON Laszlo Josephson

ON Lucas Rezza

QC Robert Ethier

AB Sharon White

MB Lynda Dobbin-Turner

ON Frank Casula

ON Jesse Kahilibeaulac

ON Daniel Richter

QC Jessica Hart

AB Greg K. Wood

MB Jerry Holowaty

ON Werner Tien Wei Chan

ON Kevin Kennedy

ON Carmel Michael Rizzo

QC Derek Jones

BC Damian Burns

MB JanicStarodub

ON James Chaney

ON Noreen Kirwin Donnell

ON Jillian Romanow

QC Rosamaria La Posta

BC Claire Carreras

NB Ghislain Martin

ON Lily Cheng

ON Clara Klein

ON Michele Rosano

QC Catherine Maynard

BC Cody DeBoer

NB Chris Mercer

ON James Christie

ON Zoran Konjevic

ON Wanda Ryan-Kirs

QC Paul Murphy

BC Alexis Desaulniers-Lea

NF Bev Allen

ON Derrick Claridge

ON Elena Krajcik

ON Melanie Samson

QC Sean Saucier

BC Jessica Desauniers Lea

NF Bob Dicks

ON Anthony Cook

ON Joanne Larocque

ON Jay Schnekenburger

QC Michelle Amy

BC Yvette Dudley-Neuman

NS Cherie Borden

ON Patricia Corsini

ON Luke LeDoux

ON Zach Schottler

QC Sher Spier

BC Jacqueline Forster

NS Tony Butyn

ON Anthony C. Curran

ON Tyler MacCormick

ON Christine Shaw

QC Eunice Tan

BC Arnulfo Garcia

NS Dave Fogarty

ON Kosta Cvijovic

ON Mary Frances McDonell

ON Phill Smith

SK Robert Glen Whiteﬁsh

BC Angela Harris

NS Carmel Mikol

ON Murray Daigle

ON David McKee

ON Step St. Michael

SK Shane Yellowbird
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For those who believe in the redemptive and restorative powers of song, the
strange tale of the recovery of the lost
works of William Hawkins is convincing
evidence.
“I was never lost,” claims the Ottawa
poet and composer, whose best songs
were written almost 40 years ago and
forsaken when Hawkins turned his back
on a burgeoning career in music for a
life marked by bouts of inebriation, drug
smuggling, rehabilitation and eventual obscurity as the owner/driver of a taxi-cab.
They have been lovingly revitalized in
a remarkable two-CD set, Dancing Alone
(True North Records) by producer Ian
Tamblyn and a crew of Canadian roots
music notables, including Hawkins’ former musical colleagues Bruce Cockburn,
Sneezy Waters, Sandy Crawley and Bill
Stevenson, as well as Murray McLauchlan,
Lynn Miles, Suzie Vinnick, Brent Titcomb,
Terry Gillespie and Kelly Lee Evans,
among others.
“I just dropped out sometime in the
1971, when I woke up in the Donwood
Clinic, a rehab centre in Toronto, with no
idea how I got there, weighing 128 lbs and
looking like a ghost in my six-foot frame.”
This was some time after Hawkins,
who was already a nationally recognized
poet, with five collections published
between 1964 and 1971 and selections of
his work in two major poetry anthologies,
had turned his lyrical talent to songwriting, and, as manager/curator/host of
Ottawa’s famed folk haunt Le Hibou, had
gathered around him an ensemble of fortuitously gifted musicians, among
them Cockburn, Waters, Crawley and
Neville Wells, who’s also featured on
Dancing Alone.
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“Then he said, ‘I couldn’t stop laughing. I
wasn’t happy.’ And I’m, like, “Oh…damn’
– I never think anybody’s going to take
what we do that seriously.
“But I really learned something tour
ing this album: just how much music
means to people. When they love it, they
really want to define their lives with it,
and define themselves with the lyrics that
you’re singing. They look to music for
complete understanding of the world.”
MacDonald clams his relationship
with lyrics is one of love and hate.
“This buddy of mine gave me a
book about lyric writing, and it was just
talking about how you should always
exercise it – coming up with metaphors
and sitting down every day and writing
and trying to bring two worlds together
in this interesting lyrical way.
“But I got really bored and stopped
doing it. I went back to just singing
melodies over the guitar and listening
back to see if I could find the words.
“I don’t have any set way of doing
things – I try to change it up as

“We called ourselves The Children,”
says Hawkins, 68. “Bruce transcribed my
melodies and taught me the rudiments
of guitar.
“We never recorded anything … that
was my fault.”
In those years Hawkins, who was a
good five years older than his musical
peers, was something of a local legend,
both as a writer of supremely melodic
songs filled with stark despair and raw
self-loathing mixed with dark humour
– “most of them were written inside a
bottle,” he says – and as a performer and
ubiquitous bohemian bad boy.
He had written the Top 10 hit “It’s A
Crying Shame” for Ottawa pop band The
Esquires. He had hosted poetry marathons featuring contemporaries Irving
Layton, Leonard Cohen, Louis Dudek,
Raymond Souster, Gwendolyn MacEwen, Jacques Godbout and John Robert
Colombo, as well as musical performances
by Gordon Lightfoot, Judy Collins and
Joni Mitchell. He had partied with Jimi
Hendrix and. Richie Havens.
“And one night in 1968, opening
for The Lovin’ Spoonful at Maple Leaf
Gardens in Toronto, the house lights went
up and I saw all these 14- and 15-year-old
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kids screaming, and suddenly I felt out
of place. I was twice their age. I turned to
Bruce as we walked off stage and said,
‘I’m finished.’
“I had a good thing going with my
poetry, and a Canada Council grant, and
I didn’t see any future for myself or my
songs in pop music.
“I got a part-time job for a while
with the federal government, and as the
producer of a TV music show in Ottawa
hosted by (songwriters) David Wiffen and
Ann Mortifee. Both jobs drove me back
to drink.
“All my troubles started when I left
the stage.”
In the preface to Hawkins’ 2005 poetry
collection, also titled Dancing Alone,
Cockburn compares his old band mate
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to the French poet Rimbaud, a flattering
allusion that Hawkins sees as a singularly
ironic summary of his post-Children
misadventures.
“Rimbaud got lost in Africa and became a gun-runner,” he says. “I got lost in
Mexico and became a drug-runner.”
His marijuana escapades ended with
a close call, when Mounties surrounded
him at a remote airport after he’d stepped
from a plane they suspected was loaded
with dope.
“I came out with my hands up. Luckily
I was clean. They had nothing on me,
though they threatened to deport me to
Mexico.
“When I woke up in Donwood, I saw
the light. I wanted no more excitement. I
wanted to be clean and sober. I wanted to
write poetry. I wanted to drive a cab, to
be anonymous, and that’s what I’ve been
since 1971.”
And Hawkins may have remained an
obscure footnote to Canadian musical
history if not for longtime friend, mentor,
promoter and arts philanthropist Harvey
Glatt, who had employed Hawkins decades ago in one of his Treble Clef record
stores, before starting up the phenomenally successful Ottawa radio station
CHEZ-FM.
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“Harvey gave me my first guitar,” says
Hawkins, who has three grown children
from a marriage long gone wrong, and
five grand children. “He’s the guy who first
suggested I should turn my poems into
songs. He has always been my friend, suggesting quietly over the years that I should
get the songs on record.”
Finally Glatt offered to bankroll the
sessions that yielded Dancing Alone,
which was launched late September.
Hawkins’ lost songs immediately stunned
the roots music community with their
brilliance and sophistication, and with the
high quality of Tamblyn’s arrangements
and the spirited commitment of the performances by longtime admirers.

“Harvey let me choose the producer
and the performers,” Hawkins says. “Then
Ian forbade me to come to the studio till
he was finished recording and mixing. I’m
a well known manipulator and megalomaniac.”
Some of the songs Hawkins overhauled completely, others were reconstructed from fragments. Most, he says,
were still in good shape, and easily
adapted to the theatrical, folk, R&B, jug
band, rock, country and jazz styles represented on the album.
“I have no formal musical training. I
grew up loving the songs of Cole Porter,
Irving Berlin and Hoagy Carmichael. I
know what a good hook is and where to
put it.”
When Hawkins heard the completed
recording, “I just loved it,” he says. “I
asked for some re-mixes – I don’t like
clarinets in ballads, so I had Ian take them
out. Otherwise, I couldn’t fault it.”
The experience has rekindled Hawkins’
passion for performance.
“I’d love to play again. Some friends
have put together a small acoustic group
that I can sit in with. I doubt I’ll be able to
go on the road – I suffer from emphysema
– but I’d love to play some folk festivals.
“After 34 years driving a cab, I’m ready
to quit.”

Atlantic Film Festival/S.A.C. Initiative “Soundtracks and
Stories” Showcases Canadian Songs for Filmmakers

Songwriters magazine special offer!!
Promote your CD
Publicize your tour or that special gig
with a quarter-page Display ad in
Songwriters magazine for just $195
(Includes GST) $175 For S.A.C. Members
That’s a $100 break on our regular
ad rate!
Deadline Jan.7 2009
Call 1-866-456-7664, 416-961-1588
For bookings and ﬁnished artwork requirements

CLASSIFIED ADS
PLACE YOURS HERE
FOR JUST $25 (5 LINES)
TTo book your classiﬁed ad, contact us at: magazine@songwriters.ca, or call
416-961-1588 / 866-456-7664
Halifax based singer-songwriter Christina Martin releases her new album
‘Two Hearts’, produced by Dale Murray (Cuff The Duke), and tours parts of Canada
and the US in 2008-2009. Visit www.christinamartin.net for more information.
Music Website: www.christinamartin.net.
Myspace: www.myspace.com/cpmartin.
Facebook Fan Page: www.facebook.com/pages/Christina-Martin/8426326493
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